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Taking pictures in the dark!
Halloween is just around the corner and all
your wonderful costumes should be memorized - easily
done with your phone's camera!
We have put together some good advice since we want you to
make the most out of your Halloween photos.
Even when the lighting is less than perfect!

Keep your phone steady. Try to stabilize your phone against an object, or stabilize
yourself (by for example putting your elbows on a table when taking the photo)!
Use black and white filter. Photos tend to get a bit grainy when the light is down. Turning
your photos black and white, however, some grain simply creates a cool effect on the end
result.
Take many photos. Since the possibility of bad photos are higher, you may narrow this risk
by simply taking more photos!
Use the flashlight from another phone. This may seem unnecessary since your phone
already has a flash, but the fact is that this technique is much more natural and flattering. Try
it out!
Why not collect your Halloween photos and create a beautiful photo book!
A fun idea: send out photo books to your guests as memories of a successful party if you order more than 1 copy of the same photo book, you will get the following
books in the same order for half the price!

Solentro welcomes a new member!
Some of you might have noticed a new name popping up in the mail
correspondence lately - it's Julia, our new executive assistant! She's a
business student with, like many of you, a passion for creating books. Her
latest book was from a vacation at sea, and at the moment she is planning
a birthday book for her parents. She is looking forward to help you out
with your book creations here at Solentro!
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Exceptional satisfaction!

Happy Halloween!
/Hampus & Tobias Schildfat, brothers and founders

At Solentro you can make your own book, photo book, photo album, wedding book, graduation book (yearbook),
christening book, book of remembrance,blog book, retirement book, "my first book"
- we focus on simplicity and usability which opens up for your creativity!
* The discount only apply to the price of your book and can not be
combined with any other offers. Shipping and handling not included.
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